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In my talk a surface singularity R means a completion of the local
ring of a singular point of an algebraic surface over an algebraically
closed filed k. It is called normal if R is an integrally closed domain.
Equivalently, R is

(1) isolated, i.e. all rings Rp, where p is a non-maximal prime ideal
of R, are discrete valuation rings;

(2) defined in codimension 1, i.e. R =
∩

pRp, where p runs through
all prime ideals of height 1.

If R is a surface singularity, denote:

S = SpecR,

o− the closed point of S (corresponding to the maximal ideal of R),

S̆ = S ∖ {o}.

We consider the problem of classification of Cohen–Macaulay mod-
ules over surface singularities. Recall some definitions.

A Cohen–Macaulay module over the ring R (more precisely, a maxi-
mal Cohen–Macaulay module, but we will omit the word “maximal”) is
such a module M that ExtiR(k,M) = 0 for i < d, where d is the Krull
dimension of R. If R is a normal surface singularity, Cohen–Macaulay
modules are just the reflexive modules, i.e. such that the natural map
M →M∗∗, where M∗ = HomR(M,R), is an isomorphism.

A ring R is called

∙ Cohen–Macaulay finite if it only has finitely many indecompos-
able Cohen–Macaulay modules (up to isomorphism);
∙ Cohen–Macaulay tame if non-isomorphic indecomposable Cohen–

MacaulayR-modules of any given rank form at most 1-parameter
families;
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∙ Cohen–Macaulay wild if for every finitely generated k-algebra
Λ there is an exact functor from the category of finite dimen-
sional representations of Λ to the category of Cohen–Macau-
lay R-modules, which maps non-isomorphic modules to non-
isomorphic ones and indecomposable to indecomposable. Ev-
idently, in this case there are families of non-isomorphic in-
decomposable Cohen–Macaulay R-modules depending on any
number of parameters. Moreover, when the rank tends to in-
finity, this number grows quadratically.

The well-known Donovan–Freislich thesis claims that there cannot
be other cases. It has been confirmed in a lot of cases, and till now
there are no contrary instances.

In what follows we suppose that chark = 0, though some results do
not depend on this condition.

In 1978 J. Herzog [7] proved that if R is the so called quotient sin-
gularity, i.e. R = k[[x, y]]G, the ring of invariants of a finite subgroup
G ⊆ GL (2,k), then it is Cohen–Macaulay finite. Moreover, every
indecomposable Cohen–Macaulay R-module is isomorphic to a direct
summand of k[[x, y]] considered as R-module. Then H. Esnault (1985)
[6] and M. Auslander (1986) [1], using quite different techniques, proved
that any Cohen–Macaulay finite surface singularity is a quotient singu-
larity. E. Brieskorn (1968) [3] classified all quotient singularities, then
O. Riemenschneider (1981) [11] found the explicit equations defining
them and J. Wunram (1987–88) [12, 13] described all Cohen–Macaulay
modules over quotient singularities.

A special role play the Du Val singularities, i.e. such quotient singu-
larities that SL (2,k). They are just the Gorenstein quotient singular-
ities, i.e. such that inj.dimRR <∞ (then it equals 2). Moreover, they
are also just hypersurface singularities, i.e. given by a unique equation:
R = k[[x, y, z]]/(f). They also coincide with the so called simple hyper-
surface singularities in the sense of Arnold (in dimension 2). Here are
the possibilities for the polynomial f (we use the Arnold notations; ac-
tually these singularities are closely related to the corresponding simple
Lie algebras):

An x2 − yn+1 + z2

Dn x2y − yn−1 + z2

E6 x3 − y4 + z2

E7 x3 − xy3 + z2

E8 x3 − y5 + z2
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In 1988 C. Kahn [8] made an important step towards the study of
Cohen–Macaulay modules over normal surface singularities. He related
them to vector bundles over the projective curves arising in resolution
of singularities.

Recall that a resolution of the singularity R (or of S = SpecR) is a
birational projective morphism � : X → S such that the scheme X is
non-singular and � induces an isomorphism X̆ → S̆, where X̆ = X ∖E
and E = �−1(o)red.

Kahn constructed a functor �Z from the category of Cohen–Macaulay
R-modules to the category of vector bundles over a certain closed sub-
scheme (called a reduction cycle) Z ⊆ X with Zred = E and proved that
rℎoZ induces a 1-1 correspondence between the isomorphism classes of
Cohen–Macaulay R-modules and some vector bundles over Z (called
full vector bundles) singled out by some homological conditions.

Moreover, he proved that if R is a minimally elliptic singularity, i.e.
it is Gorenstein and dimkH

1(X,OX) = 1, then Z = E and the homo-
logical conditions are rather simple. Using this result and the Atiyah’s
description of vector bundles over elliptic curves, he obtained a classi-
fication of Cohen–Macaulay modules over simple elliptic singularities,
i.e. such that E is an elliptic curve.

In 2001 G.-M. Greuel and I [4] found out which projective curves are
tame and which ones are wild with respect to the classification of vector
bundles. Using this result we proved in 2003, together with I. Kashuba
[5], that among the minimally elliptic singularities only simple elliptic
and cusp singularities are Cohen–Macaulay tame; all others are Cohen–
Macaulay wild. Here a cusp singularity is such that E is a cycle of
projective lines with transversal intersections. They were introduced
in 1970 by Hirzebruch.

Certainly, this results can be easily transferred to the quotients of
minimally elliptic singularities, i.e. to the case when R = RG

0 , where
R0 is minimally elliptic and G is a finite group of automorphisms. Such
quotients actually coincide with the so called log-canonical singularities
considered by Y. Kawamata [9].

Finally, I have extended the Kahn’s considerations from minimally
elliptic to all Gorenstein singularities. It has given the following result.

Theorem 1. Let R be a normal Gorenstein surface singularity over a
field of characteristic 0. It is

∙ Cohen–Macaulay finite if and only if it is a Du Val singularity;
∙ Cohen–Macaulay tame if and only if it is either simple elliptic

or a cusp singularity;
∙ Cohen–Macaulay wild in all other cases.
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Using the technique of quotients, one easily extend this result to the
Q-Gorenstein singularities, i.e. such that the canonical module KR has
a finite order in the group of divisor classes (in Gorenstein case it is a
principle ideal).

Moreover, it implies an analogous result for the hypersurface singu-
larities of any dimension. Indeed, all of them are Gorenstein. More-
over, if such a singularity is given by an equation f = 0 and the corank
of the quadratic part of f is bigger than 3, V. Bondarenko [2] proved
that R is Cohen–Macaulay wild. Recall that, by a result of Y. Knörrer
(1987 [10]), the quadratic part does not imply the Cohen–Macaulay
type. Therefore, we get the following result.

Theorem 2. Let R be an isolated hypersurface singularity over a field
of characteristic 0. It is

∙ Cohen–Macaulay finite if and only if it is a simple singularity
(i.e. of type An, Dn, E6, E7 or E8);
∙ Cohen–Macaulay tame if and only if it is of type Tpqr, i.e. given

by an equation

xp + yq + zr + cxyz +Q = 0,

where 1/p+ 1/q+ 1/r ≤ 1 and Q is a non-degenerate quadratic
form of all coordinates except x, y, z;
∙ Cohen–Macaulay wild in all other cases.
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